Historic Charm
MODERN FEEL

STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
A day of memories...
...that will last a lifetime at a venue you can visit again and again...
Packages
Accommodating 150 guests or less
The Blackburn Inn is the Shenandoah Valley’s newest luxury boutique hotel and wedding venue. Originally constructed in 1828, the Blackburn Inn offers the perfect balance of classic Virginia and modern elegance.

**OUR WEDDING PACKAGES**

- **INTIMATE**
  - Perfect for weddings of **50 GUESTS** or less
  - Minimum guestroom requirement of **10 rooms**, offered at preferred rates

- **CLASSIC**
  - Perfect for weddings of **100 GUESTS** or less
  - Minimum guestroom requirement of **15 rooms**, offered at preferred rates

- **TRENDSETTER**
  - Perfect for weddings of **150 GUESTS** or less
  - Minimum guestroom requirement of **20 rooms**, offered at preferred rates

**ALL WEDDING PACKAGES INCLUDE**

- Ceremony Locations
- Cocktail Terrace
- Tented Area on the Lower Terrace
- Gazebo Area
- Rehearsal Access 1-hour Night Prior
- Ceremony Chair Setup
- Cross-back Chairs
- Ceremony Clean Up
- Reception
- White Tent
- Combination of Clear and Solid Sidewall to Surround Tent
- String Lights Installed Around Tent Perimeter
- Bistro Lights Installed in Tent Ceiling
- Reception Setup of Hardgoods Rentals
- 5' Round Tables
- 6' Rectangle Tables
- 8' Rectangle Tables
- 4' Round Cake Table
- Tent Clean Up
- 2,700 Square foot Penthouse Bridal Suite

**A LA CARTE UPGRADES**

- Wedding Coordination
- Exclusive Use of Grounds
- Transportation
- Tent Upgrade
- Ceremony Between the Fountains
- Lawn Games
- Groom’s Wing
- Penthouse Rehearsal Dinner Space
- Garden Party Welcome Event
- Bachelor(ette) at the Blackburn
- Picnics on the Lawn
- Small Bites Catering
- Valet Services

*Prices are subject to change and based on availability.*

Visit [www.blackburn-inn.com](http://www.blackburn-inn.com) for Wedding Package Pricing • Frequently Asked Questions • Preferred Vendor List